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Mind for Murder 2018-09-26 you can t escape your darkest thoughts emily
swanson came face to face with a psychopath and survived but the ordeal has
left its scars determined to move on with her life she visits a weekend
retreat called meadow pines with its forest setting and strict ban on
technology it s the perfect escape until one of the guests is found hanging
from a tree the evidence points to suicide but when help fails to arrive and
the guests start turning on each other it s clear that meadow pines is not the
safe haven it claims to be miles from the nearest town and with darkness
falling fast emily must race to uncover the horrifying truth because there is a
murderer at the retreat who is about to kill again dripping with suspense and
packed with twists and turns mind for murder is the second book in this
british murder mystery series featuring private investigator emily swanson
the complete emily swanson series 1 next to disappear 2 mind for murder 3
trail of poison 4 watch you sleep 5 kill for love revised edition previously
published as cruel minds keywords amateur sleuth british crime series british
detective series british mystery series complete series crime fiction crime
series crime thriller series detective books female detective murder murder
mystery series mystery books mystery series mystery thrillers pi crime
private detective private detective series private eye private investigator
series private investigators psychological suspense psychological thriller
strong female protagonist thriller and suspense
Last Goodbye 2018 death is in the air chloe canton has settled into life on the
island and business is booming the summer season in bermuda brings new
clients to the riding stables and when chloe s friend maria asks her to help
with a celebrity wedding chloe is delighted reality tv stars lara turner and
eddie bristol want a beach wedding and a golden horse and chloe is happy to
oblige but she is unprepared for the celebrity circus which surrounds them
or the unwelcome appearance of her ex husband mark no sooner have the
happy couple arrived on the island than a body is found floating in the crystal
ocean waters as other events continue to shock the bride and groom to be
chloe finds she herself drawn into a celebrity mystery that will rock the
tranquil island to its core murder on the beach is the second book in the
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gripping chloe canton mystery series though can also be read as a brilliant
stand alone novel what readers are saying about the chloe canton mystery
series intrigue sunshine and horses what s not to love a book to make you fall
in love with bermuda i was soon transported to paradise great escapism a
great murder mystery in a beautiful setting also available in the chloe canton
mystery series book 1 murder on island set on beautiful bermuda murder on
the beach is perfect escapism it will appeal to readers of richard osman s the
thursday murder club as well as fans of authors like lj ross and faith martin
Murder on the Beach 2021-06-22 in the dublin suburbs a police detective
copes with a series of inexplicable crimes and the return of a woman from his
past a murder followed by a series of random motiveless crimes has left
detective garda sergeant mike west and his team puzzled when edel johnson
arrives at the scene of a crime mike is taken aback more so when he
discovers she is now working with a victim support group he has feelings for
her but he is the garda who investigated her husband s murder and their
relationship is complicated with crime in dublin s suburbs at an all time high
and his superiors breathing down his neck west doesn t need the distraction
but someone wants edel out of the way and it s up to west to find out who
previously published under the title close ranks
No Obvious Cause 2020-01-22 a detective follows a case from dublin to
cornwall but the suspect keeps disappearing into the mist when detective
garda sergeant mike west is called to investigate a murder in a dublin
graveyard suspicion immediately falls on a local woman edel johnson whose
husband disappeared some months before but then she vanishes evidence
leads west to a small village in cornwall but when he checks in to an inn he
finds edel has arrived ahead of him her explanation seems to make sense but
just as west begins to think his suspicions of her are unfounded she disappears
again is she guilty west fighting an unsuitable attraction doesn t want to
believe it but the case against her is growing back in dublin his team
uncovers evidence of blackmail and illegal drugs connected to edel s missing
husband when another man is murdered she once again comes under
suspicion west knows he has to untangle the truth but it may not be the
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truth he wants to hear previously published under the title that one may
smile
No Simple Death 2019-12-04 oooh i loved this book i wanted a book which
would be absolutely soothing to read with a murder in it and this was it the
book was everything i wanted in these troubling times i loved it book
reviews by shalini move over miss marple there s a new sleuth in town
meet eleanor swift distinguished adventurer dog lover dignified lady daring
detective england 1920 eleanor swift has spent the last few years travelling
the world taking tea in china tasting alligators in peru escaping bandits in
persia and she has just arrived in england after a chaotic forty five day flight
from south africa chipstone is about the sleepiest town you could have the
misfortune to meet and to add to these indignities she s now a lady lady
eleanor as she would prefer not to be known reluctantly returns to her uncle
s home henley hall now lord henley is gone she is the owner of the cold and
musty manor what s a girl to do well befriend the household dog gladstone
for a start and head straight out for a walk in the english countryside even
though a storm is brewing but then from the edge of a quarry through the
driving rain eleanor is shocked to see a man shot and killed in the distance
before she can climb down to the spot the villain is gone and the body has
vanished with no victim and the local police convinced she s stirring up
trouble eleanor vows to solve this affair by herself and when her brakes are
mysteriously cut one thing seems sure someone in this quiet country town
has lady eleanor swift in their murderous sights if you enjoy witty dialogue
glamorous intrigue and the very best of golden age mysteries then you will
adore verity bright s unputdownable whodunnit perfect for fans of agatha
christie t e kinsey and downton abbey readers love a very english murder i
fell in love immediately agatha christie eat your heart out i was instantly
swept away in the drama of it all and fell in love with everything about the
book lady swift is my new idol i absolutely adored her plenty of twists turns
and deterrents to put the reader off the scent sarah in readerland wow we
have a feisty new heroine taking command in the historic cozy mystery
genre what a fun new character she is totally digging this series so far beauty
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sleuth book diva what a great cozy mystery i am hooked this is the best book
bar none that i have read this year an extremely witty fast paced mystery i
love the heroine intrepid adventuress i want to live at henley hall i love
gladstone the very funny bulldog too cute a most enjoyable read reviews by
carol in tallahassee so engaging i loved reading this book it was so easy to read
and absolutely captivating i cannot wait to read of the further adventures of
lady eleanor and her beloved bulldog gladstone highly recommended
goodreads reviewer i liked eleanor a lot she s feisty and sweet the ending
had me a little teary because she s finally come home the best part of the
book was that it made me feel cozy and warm looking forward to the next
book highly recommended goodreads reviewer i love british mysteries i
knew without a doubt eleanor was going to take me on a fantastic journey
and that she did makes you feel like you are there with her sleuthing
through the quaint villages and countryside i like a book that leaves me
wanting more and this book definitely did that goodreads reviewer so fun i
really enjoyed the adventurous ellie and the lovable cast of supporting
characters at henley hall i was kept guessing until the very end goodreads
reviewer
A Very English Murder 2024-03-18 when a church deacon goes into the pi
business she uncovers the criminal secrets nestled within her charming
english village in this cozy mystery series deacon katerina rowe had a quiet
life before she discovered her husband s criminal activities now leon is on the
run and kat has started a private investigation business with her good friend
beth who goes by mouse it s plenty for any deacon to handle let alone one
who s heavily pregnant when a widow asks kat and mouse for help the
sleuthing duo find themselves searching for the birth mother of the widow s
husband but when it becomes clear that the widow isn t telling the whole
truth kat and mouse are drawn into a deadly chase where nothing is what it
seems meanwhile leon is back in eyam and out for revenge can kat solve the
case and escape her dangerous husband
Murder Unexpected 2019-02-11 the deacon of an english midlands village
turns to sleuthing when a killer leaves a victim behind her husband s
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pharmacy in this cozy mystery as a deacon at st lawrence parish katerina
rowe enjoys a quiet life in the village of eyam but everything changes when
she discovers the body of a man and a badly beaten woman in the alleyway
behind her husband s pharmacy kat is immediately drawn to beth the young
woman she saved but in order to keep her safe kat finds herself embroiled in
a baffling mystery when beth s house is set on fire kat offers the young
woman sanctuary in her home soon the pair begin investigating the murder
with some help from beth s feisty grandmother doris neither the police nor
kat s husband want kat and beth looking into their affairs but as they keep
digging the pair of sleuths discover what kind of nightmares reside in their
sleepy village
Murder Undeniable 2018-12-10 a dead man in the woods a corrupt game
warden a silver tongued preacher and a whole lot of drugs when sheriff
elven hallie investigates a murder the evidence seems self explanatory but
when he digs in things get more complicated following a lead he visits a
revival in the woods led by smooth talking preacher spencer caldwell the
hunters in the area are already angry having filed numerous complaints
about the operation but it isn t until elven goes to see the man himself that
he knows something is off if that wasn t enough game warden jesse parsons
arrives in dupray to assist in the murder investigation but elven quickly
questions jesse s motives when he s found being friendly with hollis the
head of the starcher criminal family when a witness is discovered it leads to
more questions and a lot more bodies but when his deputy is put in danger
elven knows he s running out of time and must take a more direct approach
to solve the crime can he solve the murders before someone he loves is killed
or will his drastic measures cost him more than just his job if you re a fan of c
j box s joe pickett craig johnson s longmire jeff carson s david wolf and
patrick logan s damien drake then you will be sucked into this page turning
mystery by drew strickland
Murder in the Mountains 2021-03-25 jilted grooms sudden deaths broken
hearts and threatening letters all in a day s work for super sleuth kate palmer
nurse kate palmer thought the pretty cornish village of tinworthy would be
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the perfect place for a peaceful retirement she couldn t have been more
wrong but even she is shocked when she attends a beautiful wedding at st
pirin s church and the handsome groom drops dead in front of her very eyes
while the rest of the wedding party panics kate notices the strange
behaviour of the not so blushing bride and the posh mother in law and vows
to find out the truth behind the poor young man s sudden demise especially
when the new detective charlotte martin makes it known that she doesn t
want kate involved and also shows an interest in woody forrest kate s
partner in crime solving undeterred kate discovers this isn t the only
wedding to have been sabotaged a series of peculiar letters contain the clues
kate needs to get to the heart of the matter but is the mystery letter writer
behind the unusual deaths or is more than one person responsible for the
strange goings on in the seaside village as kate digs deeper she adds more
suspects to her growing list the world weary vicar the unlucky in love
cleaner and the bride s former flame but as a pair of boots bring kate closer to
the killer it becomes clear that their investigation has placed woody in
danger can kate solve the murder and save the man she loves at the same
time if you love cozy crime mysteries by agatha christie faith martin or joy
ellis this page turning novel will have you reading late into the night
A Body at the Altar 2021-10-18 miraculously right catching precisely the
tone of the relationship thrilling the times a must for all wimsey lovers an
entertaining read northern echo it s 1940 and while the second world war
rages on harriet vane now lady peter wimsey has taken her children to
safety in the country but the war has followed them glamorous raf pilots and
even more glamorous land girls scandalise the villagers and the blackout
makes the night time lanes as sinister as the back alleys of london then the
village s first air raid practice ends with a very real body on the ground and
it s not a war casualty but a case of plain old fashioned murder and it s not
long before a second body is found
A Presumption of Death 2003-05-26 whatever you do please don t wake her
up when is murder not murder amber rose is the happiest person in the
world life is looking good for her she has just landed a well paying job at a
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high tech company new world in a new high tech town where all the
world s best brains have come together to create a virtual world of
augmented reality she has just fallen in love with a gorgeous guy at the
company things look set to take off until her past turns up now her past is
back threatening to destroy her and everything she loves and cherishes why
is amber rose afraid of her past surely she can stand and fight for what she
loves and cherishes but amber rose has a dark secret she has been living in an
augmented reality of her own she is a sleepwalker worse she does things
whilst she is sleepwalking bad things she dares not remember things she
conveniently can t remember when she wakes up will amber rose survive
or is this the end to her promising career and blossoming love affair
Don't Wake Her Up 2018-03-23 waller blends the joy of christmas friends and
family with this unjoyful investigation which will hit connections and those
close to them very hard love books read books the lead up to christmas sees
the connection private investigation team planning their festive season until
a new case arrives catapulted into their biggest mystery yet they are tasked
with finding a killer who has been released on parole and subsequently
disappeared has he returned to finish the murder he tried to commit before
his capture nineteen years earlier as he targets his intended victim his
attention is also focused on the private investigators and their police
colleagues with devastating effect with families torn apart doris must seek
assistance from a colleague from her past to give connection the best chance of
bringing a psychopath to justice how will it end is this the last we will see of
kat mouse doris and luke and can connection continue also available in the
bestselling kat and mouse murder mystery series murder undeniable murder
unexpected murder unearthed murder untimely
Murder Unjoyful 2020-11-24 death visits the island of bermuda a solid start to
this cozy mystery series with a wonderful tropical setting on the shelf
reviews when recently divorced chloe canton is gifted her grandmother s
house in bermuda in her will it seems a perfect time for a fresh start her
chance at paradise comes with unprofitable horse stables a neighbor who is
putting pressure on her to sell up for development and another who quickly
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makes herself comfortable in chloe s house if that wasn t enough chloe
discovers a dead body on the local riding trail soon after she arrives and finds
herself dragged into a murder investigation with tensions rising and island
gossip to contend with as well as a murderer in their midst has chloe bitten
off more than she can chew will chloe stick it out and help solve the case or
will paradise turn out to be too hot to handle it s definitely a pleasant ride
along the way her descriptions are so lush and vivid this book is like a
vacation between covers crime fiction lover i enjoyed this escapist cozy
mystery the author does a wonderful job of bringing chloe and the island to
life avonna loves genres
Murder on the Island 2021-02-24 bookshop owner flora steele escapes the
sleepy english village of abbeymead through the adventures in the stories
she sells until one morning everything changes when she discovers a body
amongst her own bookshelves the young man with the shock of white blond
hair lay spread eagled on the floor surrounded by fallen books his hand
reached out to the scattered pages as though he was trying to tell her
something but who is he how did he come to be killed in flora s ordinary
little bookshop flora finds out he was staying at the priory hotel and when
the gardener suddenly dies in its beautiful grounds only a few days later she
is certain that something untoward is happening in her quiet village by the
sea but are the two deaths connected and is someone at the hotel responsible
the nervous cook the money obsessed receptionist or the formidable
manageress determined to save her beloved bookshop s reputation and solve
the murder mystery flora enlists the help of handsome and brooding jack
carrington crime writer recluse and her most reliable customer as the
unlikely duo set about investigating the baffling case guilty faces greet them
at every door and they soon realise there s more than one person hiding
secrets in abbeymead the start of a brand new murder mystery series
featuring bookshop owner flora steele and crime writer jack carrington fans
of agatha christie faith martin and joy ellis will love this perfect cozy murder
mystery novel an utterly addictive story that will have you guessing until
the very end why readers love merryn allingham excellent the tension
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builds and builds right up to the last chapter a page turner goodreads
reviewer love so many twists and turns that kept me guessing most of the
way through deserving of its 5 stars highly recommend goodreads reviewer
a roller coaster of suspense and intrigue grabs you from the first page
entertaining and interesting characters there are many twists and turns that
will keep you turning the page until the end goodreads reviewer
The Bookshop Murder: An Absolutely Gripping Cozy Mystery 2021-07-26
absolutely loved body on the island five stars it was cleverly woven
deliciously dark and had that fabulous christie setting humour can t wait to
read the next one d e white bestselling author of glass dolls what a fabulous
fantabulous mind blowing engrossing page turner rekha s reviews an
uninhabited scottish island ten stranded strangers a murderer on the loose
ursula smart along with her dysfunctional family heads to scotland for a
gentle weekend of foraging and camping in the outer hebrides their boat
capsizes washed up on an uninhabited island the smart women face starvation
freezing conditions and worse no wi fi a fun escape swiftly turns into a
desperate battle for survival someone begins killing them off one by one will
our gang of smart women escape or will they be next a gripping murder
mystery packed with twists and a touch of dark humour victoria dowd s
brilliant whodunnit is perfect for fans of agatha christie richard osman lucy
foley l j ross matt haig faith martin jeanne m damms and stuart turton praise
for victoria dowd ursula smart is on waspish good form in this sequel to the
smart woman s guide to murder victoria dowd juxtaposes compelling insights
into psychological trauma with hilarious reflections on toxic relationships all
nicely wrapped in a satisfying mystery highly entertaining margaret
murphy bestselling author of before he kills again i love victoria dowd s style
of writing she is descriptive funny and shows some acerbic wit it makes the
book enjoyable and a joy to read and the chapters flow by zoe h what a cozy
murder mystery this book is i didn t realise that this is the second book in the
series but it does read well as a standalone louise w what is better than a
traditional whodunnit this takes the classic premise of a group of people
forced together only to find murder and mystery abounding and adds a
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strong character base the relationships and interactions are fascinating and
could probably stand alone without the mystery element which is also a
great read agatha christie would be proud to see her legacy here louise g a
witty clever and darkly delicious take on the country house murder genre i
relished the twists and turns that came at me faster than an alpine switchback
and the characters who are at times all too horribly familiar hugely enjoyable
amanda lees author of selling out this book was exactly what i needed a
breath of fresh air a modern day cozy mystery where a group of despicable
characters with deadly humor and sarcasm helga h i didn t know what to
expect from this novel but i adored it and devoured it in a few hours it
bounces along and is thoroughly enjoyable lots of wickedly astute moments
from the most unsuspecting of characters please can i have more aine t what
a fabulous whodunnit that kept me gripped from the start spooky setting
creepy cast and twisty turny storylines make this book the perfect read
emma m i was worried at first that it might be a bit too slow but after the
first chapter you are instantly thrown into the drama and this book is
definitely full of it i have different thoughts of who the killer was the whole
way through but i did not come close to working it out i love the way the
story was written rebecca h also by victoria dowd smart woman s mystery
series book 1 the smart woman s guide to murder book 2 body on the island
book 3 the supper club murders
BODY ON THE ISLAND a Gripping Murder Mystery Packed with Twists
2021-02-22 pre order the next thrilling murder mystery from tom hindle
murder on lake garda coming january 2024 one house nine guests endless
motives for murder guests assemble at hamlet hall for a new year s eve party
to remember they are to take part in a murder mystery game with a 1920s
twist and everyone has their own part to play but the evening has barely
begun when one guest is found dead killed by an injury to the head someone
is playing by their own rules and in a close knit community old rivalries run
deep readers are loving the murder game absolutely loved it a must read for
christie fans so cleverly written fast paced and thrilling so clever and
intricate praise for tom hindle will delight agatha christie fans ragnar jónasson
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twist after gut punching twist m w craven dazzling crime monthly my kind
of book belfast telegraph suspenseful country life magazine
The Murder Game 2023-02-02 meet tara thorpe she s cambridge police s
newest recruit but her dark past is never far behind her perfect for fans of
faith martin lj ross and joy ellis when a body is pulled from the dank and
dangerous fens on the outskirts of town everybody assumes it was a tragic
accident but detective tara thorpe newly joined and determined to prove
herself suspects there s more to the story tara is desperate to investigate
further but her supervisor patrick wilkins has other ideas he would rather
die than let this ambitious upstart show him up even if it means some
digging in tara s secret past to keep her under his thumb after all it s not like
he can report her everyone knows that his boss detective garstin blake and
tara have a history when another body is found it becomes clear that there s a
killer on the loose could the murders be linked to the secrets that tara has
been keeping from her team and can she solve the case before another
innocent dies an unputdownable page turner that will keep you hooked until
the very last page readers are completely gripped by clare chase literally
couldn t put it down this was an excellent thriller with well developed
characters and great twists from the first page until the end a great ride of
mystery suspense and murder excellent thriller and crime read goodreads
reviewer 5 stars fast paced twisty and interesting well developed characters
oh and a very interesting setting i just ripped right through this book a
wonderful balance of what i feel are the essential elements for a crime novel
this appears to be the first in a series i hope so as i really enjoyed tara
goodreads reviewer 5 stars i m excited by this i think we need a new series
of mysteries and murders in cambridge and the fens ooh yes i liked this one
the book trail
Death on the River: A Gripping and Unputdownable English Murder
Mystery 2018-10-17 an irish police detective must juggle multiple murder
cases when macabre clues start appearing detective garda sergeant mike west
just wants to take a break and settle down with his fiancée but now two new
cases have come in a hit and run in which the victim s family is acting
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suspiciously and a missing woman found dead with the post mortem
suggesting foul play it only gets worse when human body parts start turning
up everybody avoids using the words serial killer but west fears that if he
can t make some progress someone else is bound to die
No Easy Answer 2021-04-26 do you love twisty murder mysteries meet tara
thorpe the clue to a puzzling local murder has landed right on her doorstep
perfect for fans of faith martin lj ross and joy ellis as the sun rises a wealthy
young woman samantha seabrook is found drowned in the ornamental
fountain of a deserted cambridge courtyard the only clue an antique silver
chain wound tightly around her throat it s tara thorpe s job to discover what
happened to miss seabrook but the case becomes personal when she learns
that samantha had been receiving death threats rather like the one that
landed on tara s doorstep the night the woman died together with detective
inspector garstin blake tara tracks the killer to the dank and dangerous fens
on the outskirts of the city but there s something tara can t quite admit to
blake about her past and it could make all the difference to whether they
live or die an absolutely gripping page turner that will keep you hooked
until the very last page the first in a series of unputdownable cambridge
mysteries featuring thorpe and blake what everyone s saying about clare
chase wowzers my kindle might as well have been glued to my hands as i
couldn t put this story down my heart was in my mouth and i was reeling
with shock from what was happening it was all just too exciting goodreads
reviewer i was totally unprepared for the mind games and suspense this
book will suck you in brilliant 5 stars goodreads reviewer i was bursting to
talk about this book with someone i loved it there was no point putting it
down even if i tried to because my mind could not think about anything else
reviewed the book
Murder on the Marshes: A Gripping Murder Mystery Thriller That Will
Keep You Turning the Pages 2018-07-31 the pi team of a deacon a computer
expert and her grandmother returns in this twisty cosy mystery from the
bestselling author of murder unexpected when di tessa marsden is called to a
road traffic accident she is disturbed by the crime scene she must investigate
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she now has a double murder to contend with two dead girls from the same
village realising the murders aren t linked marsden summons the help of the
connection investigation agency run by kat a church deacon beth known
affectionately as mouse a computer expert and doris beth s feisty
grandmother when it is discovered that one of the murdered girls was
pregnant the case takes an unexpected turn can di marsden with the input of
kat and mouse solve the case before another body appears meanwhile the
agency has been asked to track down the long lost son of ewan barker will
kat mouse and doris find him and reunite him with his father this might just
be their toughest investigation yet also available in the bestselling kat and
mouse murder mystery series murder undeniable murder unexpected
murder untimely murder unjoyful anita waller handles some quite dark
scenarios with a lightness of touch a little humour strong female characters
and empathy the plotting is well done love books read books i am absolutely
loving this series it s a bit of a cross between a cosy mystery crime thriller a
highly enjoyable story that kept me guessing until the end by the letter
book reviews
Murder Unearthed 2019-07-02 a new and better miss marple you ll fall in
love with the characters vicki cool little multi layered mystery about a
quaint seaside town intriguing mamatufy originally published as fragile lives
meet rina martin a retired actress with a taste for tea gardening and crime
solving she played a tv sleuth for years but now she has to do it for real it s
lonely out on the cliffs of marlborough head lonely and dangerous when a
body washes up on the rocks below everyone assumes it must be brutish
edward parker weeks ago he slipped over the cliff s edge never to be seen
again but on closer inspection it s not him the dead man is pat duggan son of a
wealthy nightclub owner and it s not the sea that killed him it s a gunshot
wound in life pat had a habit of disappearing he worked for his father
alongside missing edward parker coincidence rina and her unlikely new
detective friend don t think so can she unravel the mystery before more
innocent victims die if you love agatha christie jeanne m dams the thursday
murder club glenda young stella cameron frances evesham or ann cleeves
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prepare to be hooked by this enchanting character driven mystery what
readers are saying about the rina martin mysteries miss marple fans will find
a lot to like publishers weekly rina s kickoff emphasizes people and place
letting the reader in on secrets early and relying on psychological conflict to
drive the appealing plot kirkus a new and better miss marple she is
intelligent observant and a most welcome to the di you ll fall in love with
the characters this reads like a good movie i heartily give this a big thumbs
up vicki three cheers for jane adams linda this is my first book by this author
and i will eagerly await more nancy murder she wrote is an apt comparison
rina martin is sharp and no nonsense she knows a bit about law a bit about
murder and a lot about human nature carmen if you like agatha christie and
patricia wentworth give these books a try pamela the detective determined
and compassionate rina martin on a mission is an unstoppable force when rina
retired from acting she bought a b b in frantham on sea there she has a
quirky cast of full time boarders including wannabe magician tim she only
wanted a quiet life instead events propel rina into full investigation mode
and she gets a taste for sleuthing can she help it if crimes just keep turning
up on her doorstep the setting tucked away in a charming little bay on the
jurassic coast frantham on sea is a typical victorian seaside town with a
picture perfect promenade b bs and a grand hotel perched atop the headland
at the end of the promenade is the police station where the officers days have
always been short and uneventful until rina comes to town and things take a
turn for the sinister also by jane adams rina martin mystery series book 1
murder on sea book 2 murder on the cliff merrow clarke book 1 safe
detective mike croft series book 1 the greenway book 2 the secrets book 3
their final moments book 4 the liar detective ray flowers series book 1 the
apothecary s daughter book 2 the unwilling son book 3 the drowning men
book 4 the sister s twin
MURDER ON THE CLIFF a Gripping Cozy Crime Mystery Full of Twists
2021-11-19 meet dulwich village s most daring resident beth haldane mother
to a sweet little boy owner of a sulky cat and solver of mysteries it s a crisp
spring day in dulwich village when beth arrives at the intricate iron gates of
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wyatt s school for her new job as the historian s assistant but on a lunchtime
stroll admiring the pristine grounds of this five hundred year old institution
beth is shocked to stumble over the body of her new boss alan jenkins
spectacles askew his mustard yellow tweed jacket covered in blood gossip
about outsider beth spreads like wildfire the parents in the playground are all
whispering did she bump him off to get her hands on his job desperate to
clear her name and protect her own little boy beth turns her research skills
to hunt for the true killer she soon discovers alan rubbed his fellow teachers
up the wrong way could the handsome headmaster be involved why did
beth see a flash of the school receptionist s bright pink jumper at the murder
scene and what is the groundskeeper hiding when beth returns from her
sleuthing to find her office in disarray and documents missing from the
archives it s clear this prestigious school hides a deadly secret but with
parents and teachers panicking that the long protected reputation of wyatt s
is under threat will beth herself be in the murderer s sights before the school
bell rings wander down the cobbled streets of dulwich where nothing is as
perfect as it seems fans of agatha christie the thursday murder club and faith
martin won t be able to put down this deliciously gripping mystery this book
was previously published as death in dulwich read what everyone s saying
about the murder mystery i am crazy about this series the modern miss
marple witty and charming i wish there was more mysteries like this the
perfect blend of a fun cozy feel and a murder mystery that keeps you
turning pages late through the night worthit i highly recommend this series
a definite 5 out of 5 freakin fantabulous stars goodreads reviewer edge of the
seat hygge style crime mystery i absolutely loved this book vivid and witty
you really will be chopping and changing your mind as to whodunit several
times you want to find out who the culprit was yet never want the story to
end goodreads reviewer i am hooked kept me grinning a must read
goodreads reviewer loved this story so much great story unusual detective
and lots of plot twists with quirky humour throughout goodreads reviewer
The Murder Mystery 2022-08-22 great story with enough twists and turns to
keep you intrigued and guessing until the very end ily r the west country
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can be wild a literary festival a dead body no fingerprints at first pc marnie
olsen thinks the man in the car is asleep but the lack of movement and
strange tilt of the head are a dead giveaway the only clue is a book signed by
local author juliette kimani who is holding court at the wiltshire literary
festival this could be a real breakthrough if only the writer wasn t flatly
denying ever having met the man detective craig wild discovers that the
victim was using a fake name what did he have to hide if wild can find the
man s real identity he might just crack this case but first he must deal with
some very dangerous people detective craig wild will be pushed to his limits
in this gripping crime mystery packed with twists and turns perfect for fans
of helen h durrant rachel mclean l j ross angela marsons j d kirk or biba
pearce meet the detective detective craig wild couldn t cut it in london now
he must swap the met for mayberry a sleepy wiltshire backwater where
ambition goes to die he s always been a loner even when he was married
like many long time coppers it s the job that gives him his sense of self and a
purpose he s a good copper most of the time but his method is to follow his
nose disregard his superiors and get the job done what readers are saying
about west country murder a lot of action and fast paced goings on will keep
you engrossed in the whole story booklover b an exciting and fairly pacey
murder mystery loved it aileen a thrilling police procedural murder
mystery carol the book kept me intrigued from beginning to end barbara i
really enjoyed it pc marnie olsen is a great character angela i was hooked
within the first few pages and i loved it wow what a book i will be reading
more books by derek nessa liked this a lot would read more of this series
deborah good book this book had suspense intrigue and a bit of a who done it
debbie also by derek thompson detective craig wild mysteries book 1 long
shadows book 2 west country murder thomas bladen thrillers book 1
standpoint book 2 line of sight book 3 cause effect book 4 shadow state book 5
flashpoint
WEST COUNTRY MURDER a Totally Gripping Crime Mystery Full of
Twists 2022-01-24 superb sleuthing i thoroughly enjoyed my trip to dedley
end and can t wait to go back heidi swain author of the cherry tree café once
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upon a crime nancy hunter and her grandmother jane hunter run the
dedley endings bookshop selling crime thriller and mystery books in a small
quiet cotswold village where nothing ever happens that is until the wealthy
and reclusive roth family open up their mansion for the first time in thirty
years inviting the people of dedley end to a lavish engagement party while
everyone is thrilled to finally look around the mansion on the hill the
festivities are quickly cut short when beautiful lucy recently married to
young harry roth is found dead after being pushed over the first floor
balustrade but who among the guests could have been capable of her murder
and why nancy and jane decide to investigate after all not only do they own
a crime themed bookshop they were also both named after famous literary
detectives but soon wonder if they ve taken on more than they can handle
especially when it seems the killer has worked out that they re hot on their
heels can they catch the murderer before the murderer catches up with
them or will there be a deadly ending to this story praise for murder at the
house on the hill such a fab book really puts the cosy in cosy crime m a
kuzniar author of midnight in everwood this is a brilliant whodunnit which
gave me some serious miss marple feels it s absolutely brilliant and a pleasure
to read head in a book18 i loved this brilliant cozy read it felt very christie
esque nancy and jane were fab i loved their relationship and i can t wait for
more reader review even gave me some murder she wrote vibes i truly
enjoyed reading this funny cosy mystery tizi s book review a cosy crime
story with lovable characters and a gripping storyline perfect for curling up
with kelly t s space i really enjoyed this cosy crime i was hooked with the
storyline but also charmed by the characters kraftireader a very well written
story with a crime to solve but also with characters that the reader really
starts to care about reader review what an absolute delight this was to read i
was still guessing whodunnit until the end wrong side of forty uk i loved
the characters of nancy and jane a gripping read which certainly held my
attention and kept me guessing ginger book geek a delightful detective duo a
charming and clever cosy mystery diane jeffrey author of the silent friend a
cosy satisfying and enjoyable murder mystery full of intrigue and even
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better with a bookshop too ella allbright author of the last charm a well
executed murder mystery i loved every second of it reader review a blast it
s fast paced fun and it keeps you guessing till the end the story is filled with
lots of characters and unusual twists reader review
Murder at the House on the Hill 2021-09-23 crime and criminals keep getting
in the way of detective garda sergeant mike west s personal life the woman
he loves is living in his house in his spare bedroom it should be simple but it
isn t he has a solution a romantic weekend away in a lighthouse on clare
island a stunning place a beautiful woman what could be more perfect when
one of the islanders dies in a bizarre and a tragic accident west is roped in to
help but it isn t an accident and there is more than one suspect there s also
more than one secret can west solve the case before someone else dies a
murder mystery with a touch of romance set in the dublin suburbs it s the
third book in the dublin murder mystery series but can easily be read as a
stand alone it will appeal to fans of authors such as peter james lj ross and ruth
rendall this book was previously published under the title murder on clare
island
No Past Forgiven 2020-02-23 adams at her absolute best carmen goodreads
edge of the seat reading all the way very agatha christie amanda goodreads if
you love miss marple or agatha raisin you ll love rina originally published as
cause of death meet rina martin a retired actress with a taste for tea
gardening and crime solving she played a tv sleuth for years but now she has
to do it for real on a lazy summer s day in frampton what could be better
than a refreshing pint in a country pub too bad rina s local just became a
crime scene a man is stabbed to death on the pub doorstep and that s not the
worst of it the skeleton of a mystery woman is uncovered during excavations
at a local airfield forensics say she s been dead twenty years at most and she
didn t die on site leaving detective mac macgregor with not one but two
baffling murder cases on his hands he needs rina s help like never before but
his timing couldn t be worse rina thought her acting days were behind her
but now the tv execs want her back onscreen as much as she d love to oblige
her instincts tell her this is no time to be leaving town storm clouds are
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gathering over frampton and rina and mac are about to be swept up in the
maelstrom if you love agatha christie jeanne m dams the thursday murder
club glenda young stella cameron frances evesham or ann cleeves prepare to
be hooked by this enchanting character driven mystery what readers are
saying about the rina martin mysteries cool little multi layered mystery
about a quaint seaside town intriguing mamatufy miss marple fans will find a
lot to like publishers weekly rina s kickoff emphasizes people and place
letting the reader in on secrets early and relying on psychological conflict to
drive the appealing plot kirkus a new and better miss marple she is
intelligent observant and a most welcome to the di you ll fall in love with
the characters this reads like a good movie i heartily give this a big thumbs
up vicki three cheers for jane adams linda this is my first book by this author
and i will eagerly await more nancy murder she wrote is an apt comparison
rina martin is sharp and no nonsense she knows a bit about law a bit about
murder and a lot about human nature carmen if you like agatha christie and
patricia wentworth give these books a try pamela the detective determined
and compassionate rina martin on a mission is an unstoppable force when rina
retired from acting she bought a b b in frantham on sea there she has a
quirky cast of full time boarders including wannabe magician tim she only
wanted a quiet life instead events propel rina into full investigation mode
and she gets a taste for sleuthing can she help it if crimes just keep turning
up on her doorstep the setting tucked away in a charming little bay on the
jurassic coast frantham on sea is a typical victorian seaside town with a
picture perfect promenade b bs and a grand hotel perched atop the headland
at the end of the promenade is the police station where the officers days have
always been short and uneventful until rina comes to town and things take a
turn for the sinister also by jane adams rina martin mystery series book 1
murder on sea book 2 murder on the cliff book 3 murder on the boat book 4
murder on the beach book 5 murder at the country house book 6 murder at
the pub
MURDER AT THE PUB a Gripping Cozy Crime Mystery Full of Twists
2022-01-14 francesca eve thought she was prepared for anything at the
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events she caters for in her pretty little shropshire village missing canapés no
problem burnt brownies a piece of cake but a dead body now that s a recipe
for disaster francesca is nervous about catering her first ever murder mystery
party but it s clear from the clink of champagne flutes and piles of empty
plates that the evening is a roaring success the guests look spectacular in their
disguises whispering and giggling as they try to identify who killed
beautiful young becky but days later the game takes a sinister turn when
becky is found poisoned and all the signs point to the culprit being a party
guest from the woman having an affair to the guest hiding her true identity
everyone had a secret and it turns out that becky knew them all as fran finds
herself centre stage in a real life murder mystery the finger of suspicion
points at each guest in turn and fran starts to wonder were any of these
secrets dangerous enough to kill for then the body of a second guest is found
and it becomes clear a deranged killer is going off script it seems anyone who
was involved in the game that night is in their sights even fran can she
unmask the murderer before the final curtain falls a page turning cozy
mystery packed with twists if you love clare chase m c beaton and the
thursday murder club you ll absolutely adore this unputdownable
whodunnit readers love emma davies oh my giddy aunt i was addicted to
reading this book i binge read the book over the course of a couple of days i
just wanted the book to continue a very well deserved 5 ginger book geek 5
stars had me hooked and left me wanting more fabulous hidden with books 5
stars this was a quick fun read which i finished in one sitting i was engrossed
from start to finish goodreads reviewer a page turning read i absolutely loved
the ending which was absolutely perfect bookworm86 5 stars i was hooked i
absolutely loved this book oh happy reading 5 stars brilliantly addictive
netgalley reviewer 5 stars
Death in Disguise: A Totally Gripping Cozy Murder Mystery 2022-02-09 a
perfect whodunit set in an indian backdrop nandini s world is turned upside
down when her friend ajay is accused of murder she must race against time
to find the real culprit or was her friend the real killer either way she wants
justice will she find the real killer or will she become the next victim
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That Fated Evening: A Fast Paced, Gripping Murder Mystery 2021-10-20
the next thrilling ham hill murder mystery from bestselling cosy crime
author frances evesham a winning horse a fierce rivalry a sudden death
belinda sandford thrills to the cheers of the crowd as her beautiful grey
racehorse butterfly charm thunders past the finishing post first at wincanton
racecourse she feels like the luckiest girl in the world but joy soon turns to
despair as a stewards enquiry overturns the result and awards the race to her
long time rival alexandra deacon when alex is found dead in suspicious
circumstances a host of accusing eyes turn to belinda and her distraught
mother begs adam hennessy her neighbour retired police officer and publican
to help clear her daughter s name as adam and local hotelier imogen bishop
dig deep into the murky and powerful undercurrents of the horse racing
world they lay bare the lives and loves of local jockeys grooms trainers and
owners they soon uncover a web of secrets hidden within the spectacular
somerset countryside as they strive to find the killer in time to prevent more
murders a brand new cosy mystery series from the bestselling author of a
village murder perfect for fans of faith martin betty rowlands and m c beaton
other books in the ham hill murder mystery series by frances evesham a
village murder a racing murder a harvest murder also by frances evesham
the exham on sea murder mystery series murder at the lighthouse murder
on the levels murder on the tor murder at the cathedral murder at the
bridge murder at the castle murder at the gorge murder at the abbey
A Racing Murder 2021-06-15 cool little multi layered mystery about a quaint
seaside town intriguing mamatufy if you love miss marple or agatha raisin
you ll love rina originally published as the power of one meet rina martin a
retired actress with a taste for tea gardening and crime solving she played a
tv sleuth for years but now she has to do it for real one glorious morning rina
heads out for a stroll along frampton promenade where all is picture perfect
until she spots something that stops her in her tracks a luxury yacht sailing
round in circles rina knows that can t be right as for the captain he is
nowhere to be seen until coastguards board the yacht to find him shot dead
execution style the captain s name is paul de freitas a high powered software
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designer from out of town what was he doing in frampton and who is the
mystery man who shared his fate rina s determined to get to the bottom of it
all but has she finally bitten off more than she can chew if you love agatha
christie jeanne m dams the thursday murder club glenda young stella
cameron frances evesham or ann cleeves prepare to be hooked by this
enchanting character driven mystery what readers are saying about the rina
martin mysteries miss marple fans will find a lot to like publishers weekly
rina s kickoff emphasizes people and place letting the reader in on secrets
early and relying on psychological conflict to drive the appealing plot kirkus
a new and better miss marple she is intelligent observant and a most
welcome to the di you ll fall in love with the characters this reads like a good
movie i heartily give this a big thumbs up vicki three cheers for jane adams
linda this is my first book by this author and i will eagerly await more nancy
murder she wrote is an apt comparison rina martin is sharp and no nonsense
she knows a bit about law a bit about murder and a lot about human nature
carmen if you like agatha christie and patricia wentworth give these books a
try pamela the detective determined and compassionate rina martin on a
mission is an unstoppable force when rina retired from acting she bought a b
b in frantham on sea there she has a quirky cast of full time boarders
including wannabe magician tim she only wanted a quiet life instead events
propel rina into full investigation mode and she gets a taste for sleuthing can
she help it if crimes just keep turning up on her doorstep the setting tucked
away in a charming little bay on the jurassic coast frantham on sea is a typical
victorian seaside town with a picture perfect promenade b bs and a grand
hotel perched atop the headland at the end of the promenade is the police
station where the officers days have always been short and uneventful until
rina comes to town and things take a turn for the sinister also by jane adams
rina martin mystery series book 1 murder on sea book 2 murder on the cliff
book 3 murder on the boat merrow clarke book 1 safe detective mike croft
series book 1 the greenway book 2 the secrets book 3 their final moments
book 4 the liar detective ray flowers series book 1 the apothecary s daughter
book 2 the unwilling son book 3 the drowning men book 4 the sister s twin
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detective rozlyn priest book 1 bury me deep standalones the other woman
MURDER ON THE BOAT a Gripping Cozy Crime Mystery Full of Twists
2021-12 the anglian detective agency are back aldeburgh 1972 the local
community is devastated by the accidental death of a local fisherman another
tragedy to add to the recent murders of three young women soon laurel
bowman frank diamond and the rest of the anglian detective agency are
pulled in to investigate another complex and dangerous case but one of them
is convinced that the fisherman s death is not an accident and they ll do
anything to prove it even risk breaking up the agency with a killer on the
loose time is of the essence but can frank and laurel unravel the mystery
before another life is lost and will the agency survive the investigation join
laurel bowman frank diamond and the rest of the anglian detective agency as
they embark on their latest case in this fifth instalment of vera morris s much
loved and unputdownable mystery series readers love vera morris s anglian
detective agency series i sat up to past midnight reading this book full of
twists and turns a book you just know you are going to like from the 1st page
a perfect detective novel i started it early one morning and had finished it by
bed time that same day a super read this book stands head and shoulders
above the rest in this overcrowded genre absolute must read
The Great Shroud 2021-08-19 with a ruthless criminal loose on the suffolk
coast life is anything but peaceful for the anglian detective agency at rooks
wood farm rosalind breen s twin sons grieve her death daniel shoulders the
burdens of running the farm and caring for his brother caleb who s shunned
for his strange appearance meanwhile minsmere bird reserve is suffering a
spate of vandalism and senior partners of the anglican detective agency frank
diamond and laurel bowman are enlisted to find the culprits but shortly after
taking the case laurel discovers the body of a young man dumped in one of
the meres and the detectives are caught up in a murder enquiry all evidence
points to one suspect but can the anglian detective agency catch the killer or
will it take another death for the truth to be finally set free vera s new novel
death by the sea is available to pre order now readers love vera morris s
anglian detective agency series a perfect detective novel a real page turner
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one of the most gripping mysteries i have ever read i sat up to past midnight
reading this book full of twists and turns a book you just know you are going
to like from the 1st page i started it early one morning and had finished it by
bed time that same day a super read this book stands head and shoulders
above the rest in this overcrowded genre absolute must read
The Ship of Death 2020-10-15 fiercely independent mabel canning can t wait
to begin working for the useful women s agency but when she discovers a
body on her client s doorstep it s time to add solving murders to her job
description london 1921 mabel canning is proud to be a modern woman
working for the useful women s agency carrying out tasks for gentlewomen
from flower arranging to washing muddy dogs but when she answers the
door for wealthy widow rosalind despard she almost chokes on her cucumber
sandwich when she finds a soldier s body on the doorstep as she offers tea to
the policemen of scotland yard mabel can t resist getting drawn into the
investigation who was the mysterious dead man and why was he holding a
letter for rosalind written by her husband on the day he disappeared as
mabel hunts for clues she joins forces with rosalind s handsome brother
former detective park winstone and his adorable terrier gladys but when
mabel suspects she is being followed the detective duo know that time is
running out before the killer strikes again as she investigates mabel discovers
dusty old photographs that help her reveal the soldier s true identity but as
she gets closer to uncovering the young man s murderer she knows she s
also one step closer to danger can she outsmart the killer and save park and
rosalind before they also turn up dead as doornails a totally unputdownable
and utterly charming golden age cozy mystery from usa today bestselling
author marty wingate perfect for fans of agatha christie richard osman verity
bright and t e kinsey what readers are saying about marty wingate very
highly recommended go buy read goodreads reviewer i absolutely had a ball
reading this filled with charming characters and plenty of spine tingling
twists to keep readers on the edges of their seats goodreads reviewer loved
this laugh out loud moments and lots of twists and turns i was torn between
wanting to race to the end and prolong my time with the characters perfect
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goodreads reviewer
A Body on the Doorstep 2024-01-11 this is the most unorthodox murder
mystery ever to face detectives ruskin ashleymike and andy are called out to
a particularly ruthless and vicious murder of a high society lady discovered
to the rear of the royal opera house london it s going to take all their
combined detective skills to find and bring the perpetrator of this heinous
crime to justice
Murder Backstage 2017-01-28 whilst detective john blizzard looks into a
series of drug related deaths an old nemesis appears who threatens to cloud
his judgement frustrated with the slow progress of his colleagues
investigation into the deaths of several youngsters on his patch dci john
blizzard takes over determined to catch the drug pushers in so doing he
stumbles across information that might help solve a murder that occurred
when he first joined cid many years ago des fairley was shot dead after
mouthing off about feared local villain morrie raynor now with raynor s old
righthand man on death s door delirious and in hospital the detective is
convinced he will reveal secrets about the unsolved crime suspecting that
raynor whom he once put behind bars but is now free and at large is linked
to both cases he rubs fellow officers up the wrong way when he insists on an
unusual line of inquiry against the wishes of his superintendent and
increasingly at odds with his staff desperate to catch raynor the detective puts
the general hospital at the centre of his investigation but will his instincts
prove to be true or is old age finally getting the better of the veteran crime
solver if you enjoy murder mysteries full of red herrings and twists the
secrets man is for you the secrets man is the fourth in a series of murder
mysteries set in the fictional northern city of hafton england
The Secrets Man 2018 a joke a prank or something more sinister when the
exham on sea residents are targeted by anonymous emails containing
apparently harmless nursery rhymes no one knows whether to laugh or
shudder until an unexplained death touches the town libby forest baker
chocolatier and exham s very own resident private investigator alongside her
partner max ramshore set out to solve the puzzle before more people die but
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when max s ex wife arrives on the scene ahead of max and libby s long
awaited nuptials things go from bad to worse with the town and their
relationship under threat max and libby need the help of the exham history
society if they re going to find the nursery rhyme killer in time murder at
the gorge is the seventh in a series of exham on sea murder mysteries set at
the small english seaside town full of quirky characters sea air and gossip if
you love agatha christie style mysteries cosy crime clever dogs and cake then
you ll love these intriguing whodunnits the exham on sea murder mysteries
1 murder at the lighthouse 2 murder on the levels 3 murder on the tor 4
murder at the cathedral 5 murder at the bridge 6 murder at the castle 7
murder at the gorge 8 murder at the abbey books in the ham hill murder
mystery series also by frances evesham a village murder a racing murder a
harvest murder what readers are saying about murder at the gorge the ideal
book to read during lockdown the only problem is that i am sure that i have
put weight on reading about all the cakes and chocolate a well constructed
storyline with plenty of angles and suspects to be worked on another great
book from frances evesham loved every minute can t wait for the next one
Murder at the Gorge 2020-11-17 there s so much blood it s everywhere you
ve got to help me why was eric latimer in a hotel room in kensington
where did the escort come from and more to the point who killed her london
s nightlife has a dark and deadly side and it seems that high class call girls are
in danger from a ruthless killer or are things not quite as they seem eric s
frantic phone call to sasha in the early hours of the morning prompts her to
rush back to london to his aid leaving parva crossing and some unfinished
personal business behind all the evidence points to eric having killed the
woman identified as a high class escort but he swears that he is innocent
what really happened at bar simone in soho the night eric and his friends
drank themselves into oblivion why do so many of his friends have alibis for
each other and who is the man that street prostitutes are calling the cutter
the next murder in soho leaves the media and public in no doubt that there is
a serial killer on the loose one blogger has even given him a name the street
cleaner as sasha delves deeper into the murders she discovers puzzling
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similarities between the first escort s murder and other cases but the police
aren t convinced and her investigation is being hampered by factors beyond
her control battling personal problems and chaos in her life she turns to her
friend zoe for help and refuge but zoe is concerned at just how far sasha
might be prepared to go to prove eric s innocence has the killer come up
with the perfect plan to get away with murder or can sasha find her way
through the smoke and mirrors to get to the truth and save the man she once
planned to marry nocturnal lies is a gripping british crime novel packed with
murder mystery twists and turns the page turning suspense builds in a
tension fuelled race against time through the streets of soho to catch a serial
killer as undercover exploits end in more than one devastating outcome what
had sasha missed in her investigation it had been right there all the time but
it took her friend to speak to her from beyond the grave to show her the
shocking truth about the murders and to set her on a frantic scramble to try
to catch the serial killer in the act and prevent another murder nocturnal lies
is the fourth book in the sasha blue mystery series although each book may
be read as a standalone there are ongoing connections between the stories
which make them more enjoyable when read as a series
Nocturnal Lies 2022-12-19 a dublin suburb is rocked by multiple murder
investigations while the detective in charge must also face a personal crisis in
this irish crime thriller when detective garda sergeant mike west and his
partner garda andrews are called to an abandoned house they are shocked to
find the body of a small child stuffed inside a suitcase with no child reported
missing they must first determine who she is as their search for her identity
reaches beyond ireland another murder takes their attention one with a
surfeit of suspects meanwhile west s personal life is upended when someone
targets his partner with compromising photographs with troubles mounting
on all sides restoring peace to the village of foxrock seems like an impossible
task
No Memory Lost 2020-04-14 amelia adams s life is going nowhere but when
she inherits a scottish mansion she becomes the star of her own whodunit in
this charming debut mystery mystery fiction fanatic amelia adams is stunned
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when she inherits a dilapidated mansion complete with secret passages
hidden compartments and its very own legend helped by her brother her
best friend and a documentary maker who is determined to turn amelia s
new life into a hit tv show amelia throws herself into renovating the house
and unravelling old secrets when an unknown saboteur starts ruining her
plans amelia doesn t know who to trust everyone around her is acting
strangely and soon amelia finds herself in the center of her very own
murder mystery
The Murderous Affair at Stone Manor 2021-07-21
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